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Abstract. Pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs) can offer excellent force-to-weight ratios and act as shapechanging actuator under injecting the actuation fluid into their bladders. PAMs could be easily utilized for
morphing structures due to their millimeter-scale diameter. The pressurized PAM can serve not only as
artificial muscle actuator which obtains contraction deformation capability but also as a spring system with
variable stiffness. In this study, the stiffness behaviors of pressurized PAMs and a variable stiffness
structure are investigated. By taking advantage of the designed PAMs which was conducted by the nonlinear quasi-static model, significant changes in the spring stiffness can be achieved by air pressure control.
A case study is presented to explore the potential behavior of a structure with circular permutation PAMs.
The structure used in this case consists of sixteen PAMs with circular homogeneous distribution and a
circular supporter with sixteen slide way runners. The stiffness of presented structure can vary flexibly in
wide range through controlling the air pressure levels and slide deformation respectively.

1 Introduction
Recently pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) has
received much attention in many application fields of
bionics [1,2], medical care, morphing structures [3,4]
and welfare, etc. due to its significant advantages of low
cost, quick response time and high power/weight and
power/volume ratios. Wereley et al. [5,6] employed
PAM and millimeter-scale PAM for actuators of
morphing structure and small unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV). In 2011 Chen et al. [7] created a morphing skin
by embedding pneumatic muscle fibers (PAMs) in a
flexible matrix of silicone rubber. In Chen et al.’s study
the transverse stiffness of the morphing skin could be
regulated by changing the internal air pressure. Larry et
al. [8] also fabricated a shape-changing panel with
embedded McKibben-like PAMs into neat elastomer.
Previously, Feng et al. [9] embedded pneumatic muscle
fibers into elastomer to form one kind of single-layer
morphing skins. PAMs have shown the feasibility of
serving for morphing structures and shape-adaptive
structures.
Shan et al. [10] presented a multi-cellular fluidic
flexible matrix composites (F2MC) sheet embedding
multiple F2MC tubes side by side in a soft matrix. The
stiffness ratio of the multi-cellular F2MC sheet was
obtained using the isostrain assumption (also known as
the Rule of Mixtures) which showed the good agreement
with the experimental results. Moreover a case study has
been conducted to investigate the behavior of laminated
[+60/0/-60]s multi-cellular F2MC sheets [10].

Marouene et al. [11-12] investigated the buckling
behavior and the effects of gaps and overlaps on the
buckling behavior of variable-stiffness composite
laminates. White et al. [13] presented a numerical
investigation into the buckling and post-buckling of two
variable-stiffness cylinders under axial compression.
Kuder et al. [14] explored the design space of two
classes of bi-stable composites specially designed to
provide stiffness variability in distributed compliance
systems. Also many researchers analyzed vibration
behaviors of variable stiffness composite laminated
plates [15-17].
In this paper, a variable stiffness structure utilizing
pneumatic artificial muscles are proposed and
investigated. By taking advantage of the designed PAMs
and the pressurizing air, significant changes in the spring
stiffness can be achieved by air pressure control. A case
study is presented to explore the potential behavior of a
structure with circular permutation PAMs. The stiffness
of presented structure can vary flexibly in wide range
through controlling the air pressure levels and slide
deformation respectively.

2 Fabrication and test of PAMs
We manufactured PAM prototype in house just like the
same fabrication process used in Feng et al. [9]. The
PAM geometry and bladder material information are
listed in Table 1.
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Table 1 Geometrical parameters of PAM.
Parameter
Description
Value
symbol
Li
PAM
Initial length
62.5mm

Bi

Initial outer radius

2mm

Bladder

Ai

Initial inner radius

1mm

Braided
sleeve



Braid angle

19.5°

As seen in Fig. 1, the PMF underwent quasi-static
testing using a 2000N Instron servo-hydraulic test
machine (Instron Company, USA) to characterize the
performance of PMF. This machine could provide the
force measurements; meanwhile the displacement could
be regulated smoothly during the testing. An air
compressor could provide air supply for PMFs. And a
pressure transducer and a pressure governor were used to
monitor the air pressure supplied to the PMFs accurately.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show that force-displacement lines
of PAM have obvious hysteresis, with the lower line
corresponding to the path from output force to free
contraction and the upper line corresponding to the
return path. The block force increases with the actuation
pressure. These experimental data were used to validate
the predictions based on the stiffness model of
pressurized PMF.

Fig. 3. The experimental results of pressurized PAM in 3-D
reference system.

3 The structure with multiple PAMs
In this section, a case study is presented to explore the
potential behavior of a structure with circular
permutation PAMs. The structure used in this case
consists of sixteen PAMs with circular homogeneous
distribution and a circular supporter with sixteen slide
way runners. Fig. 3 shows an illustration of the top view
of the structure. Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show that sixteen
pressurized PAMs are under limited sliding condition
and unlimited sliding condition respectively. PAMs in
the following analysis are always actuated and
pressurized PAMs can achieve slide deformation in the
elastic deformation phase by controlling slide way
runners.
Here in order to obtain more accurate stiffness
function, the tested force vs. displacement curves of
pressurized PAM are fitted by exponential function.
Polynomial, trigonometric and exponential function were
tried to fit the tested curve respectively, it is found that
exponential function is the most convenient choice.

Fig. 1. The experimental setup related to the test of PAM.

Fig. 4. The structure with multiple PAMs: (a) sixteen
pressurized PAMs are under limited sliding condition, (b)
sixteen pressurized PAMs are under unlimited sliding
condition.

The exponential
experimental data is

Fig. 2. The experimental results of pressurized PAM.
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where the definition of the Eq. 1 is consistent with the
Eq. 2. A1 , A2 , t1 , t2 and F0 are undetermined constants.

Fig. 7. Polar plots of the apparent stiffness of the structure with
multiple PAMs as function of orientation. The radial direction
represents the stiffness constant, where the unit of stiffness
constant is N/mm: (a) sixteen pressurized PAMs are under
limited sliding condition, (b) sixteen pressurized PAMs are
under free sliding condition.

Through the calculation of the equation 2, apparent
stiffness constant of single pressurized PAM and the
structure with multiple pressurized PAMs can be
obtained. Figure 7 shows polar plots of the apparent
stiffness of the structure with multiple PAMs as function
of orientation. The radial direction represents the
stiffness constant, where the unit of stiffness constant is
N/mm. As seen in Fig. 7(a), the maximum and minimum
stiffness constant are 8.13N/mm and 5.51N/mm
respectively when sixteen pressurized PAMs are under
limited sliding condition. As seen in Fig. 7(b), the
maximum and minimum stiffness constant are
3.04N/mm and 2.28N/mm respectively when sixteen
pressurized PAMs are under free sliding condition. It
means the stiffness change of this present structure can
reach 148% or 133% only through controlling the air
pressure levels when sixteen pressurized PAMs are
under limited sliding condition or free sliding condition.
Moreover the stiffness change of this present structure
can reach up to 357% though controlling the air pressure
levels and slide deformation of pressurized PAMs in the
slide way runners.
In the previous discussion, the variable stiffness
capability of the structure is achieved by controlling
sixteen pressurized PAMs which are under same air
pressure level and under same slide deformation in the
slide way runners. Fig. 8 shows that the present structure
is capable of varying stiffness partially if we control
sixteen pressurized PAMs which are under different air
pressure levels and different slide deformation. Here the
pressurized PAMs in first and third quartiles are
controlled under 0.3MPa and limited sliding condition;
the pressurized PAMs in second and fourth quartiles are
controlled under 0.3MPa and free sliding condition. In
this way the stiffness behaviors of this structure are
similar to the orthotropic laminate. Obviously the
stiffness of this presented structure can vary more
flexibly in wider range if sixteen pressurized PAMs are
controlled under different air pressure levels and
different slide deformation respectively.

Fig. 5. Comparison of fitted and tested force vs. displacement
line responses under different pressure levels: (a) 0.25MPa, (b)
0.3MPa, (c) 0.35MPa, (d) 0.4MPa.

Fig. 6. Comparison of fitted and tested force vs. displacement
line responses under 0.25MPa.

As seen in Fig. 5 and 6, the exponential function
correlate well with experimental data. The fitting Adj. RSquare are 0.99971, 0.99999, 0.99996 and 1 under
different pressure levels, respectively.
We differentiate the Eq. 1, and the stiffness function
of pressurized PAM can be obtained as follows
z
z
dF df ( z )
A
A

 k PMF ( z )   1 e t1  2 e t2
dz
dz
t1
t2
(2)
Through the calculation of the Eq. 2, apparent
stiffness constant of single pressurized PAM and the
structure with multiple pressurized PAMs can be
obtained.
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4 Summary
In this study, the pressurized PAM is investigated as a
spring system with variable stiffness. The non-linear
quasi-static model successfully captured block force and
displacement of pressurized PMF. This model can be
used to conduct the PMF design, especially for the
spring stiffness design. A case study is presented to
explore the potential behaviors of a structure with
circular permutation PAMs. When sixteen pressurized
PAMs are under limited sliding condition or free sliding
condition, the stiffness change of this structure can reach
148% or 133% only through controlling the air pressure
levels. The stiffness change of this structure can reach up
to 357% through controlling the air pressure levels and
slide deformation of pressurized PAMs. Moreover, the
abovementioned structure is capable of varying stiffness
partially when sixteen pressurized PAMs are under
different air pressure levels and different slide
deformation.
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